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Outline of the talk
Sample, observations, continuum maps
Polarization results
Orientation of the magnetic field
Variation of the polarization fraction
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o Large sample of Class 0 protostars
o Dominated by their enveloppe mass
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Observations
Polarization at the SMA
- 8 antennas 
- Optical path equipped with quarter-wave plates (QWP) 
à convert the linear feed into circular polarization




- 2 modes used : - single receiver polarization 
- dual-receiver cross-polarization  
(two receivers tuned simultaneously)
- SMA observations at 0.87 mm or 345GHz
- Compact / subcompact configuration 
à synthesized beam of 4 to 6 arcsec: 600 to 2000 au
Mauna	Kea
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Channel	and	time-average visibilities
What scales are we tracing?
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Solar-type protostars are polarized
o 5-" cut in Stokes I
3-" cut in Stokes Q and U
o Half of the objects show peaks
outside the center
o 2.6 < pfrac < 10.5%  
B335 SVS13 HH797																																						IRAS03282






is detected in 
all the objects
Maps:	Polarization intensity – Contours:	0.85mm	continuum
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Orientation of the magnetic field
Magnetic field orientation		=		perpendicular to	the	polarization vectors
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o No privileged orientation of the magnetic field lines with outflow direction
o No clear relation between the angle with outflow orientation and pfrac .
Along	the	outflow versus		 Perpendicular	to	the	outflow
Orientation of the magnetic field
pfrac  3% pfrac  3%
fragmented
fragmented










Dependence of pfrac with the column density
Assuming	T	 r	-0.4
Several	possible	explanations
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o Limitations due to the resolution
We only detect the centre of the hourglass shape







Probing the peripheral versus inner B orientation
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Summary
Polarization is detected in all our Class 0 protostars
2.5 < pfrac < 10% - lower at high densities
No particular orientation of the magnetic field
compared to outflows
How does B regulates the infall
from parsec scales to 100au scales?
Statistical studies, multi-resolution, multi-#…
Comparisons with synthetic observations…
